Life Insurance Landing Page
We Quote Term Life Insurance, Burial Insurance and Mortgage Protection Insurance to consumers.

We deliver unique and creative technical solutions for independent agents that will streamline their workflow and lead to more exclusive leads for the agent.

No setup fee to the agent and will be able to start quoting same day, using a vanity domain at: xxxxx.directquoter.com. The agent may also use their own domain to quote after setting up the domain within our system.

LANDING PAGE FEE IS JUST $32.99/mo
But wait, there is more... You may include the Marketing Package.

This package features Facebook & LinkedIn business page setup with weekly posts, monthly newsletters to selected clients, and monthly blog posts on your website.

Plus, a Constant Contact account to distribute information to clients and the option to add your own website news articles. Starting at $99 monthly.

RESPONSIVE DESIGN
Responsive website design allows us to adapt and deliver the best Life quoting experience to users, whether they’re on their desktop, laptop, tablet, or smartphone.

INSTANT QUOTES UNDER 60 SECONDS
Consumers are looking for quick experience when using the web for insurance quotes. This is where we deliver. Minimal input required to get a quote, Name, DOB, Sex, State, Smk/NSmk, Phone and email is all that is needed to validate and send an instant quote to the consumer giving them the choices you have selected for company rates to be displayed. Once the client sees the quote, the agent is instantly notified by email the information input so that a followup text or call can be made to the new prospect.

Whether you are providing quotes via the web using a landing page or talking with a prospect over the phone, Agent Quote has the best product for your quoting needs.

OUR INTERNET BEGINNINGS
Our history begins back in 1996. The first company to offer instant online quoting for term Life Insurance, InstantQuote.com became the Standard in Term Life Insurance Marketing using the internet and one of the largest independent producing agents for Term Life Carriers. The founder of the company was instrumental in turning the company towards a product that eventually offered the small independent agent the same opportunities he had as an online agent.

The Insurance business is an exciting sales carrier choice. Getting there is greatly due to the success of your ability to make the most of every dollar spent and choosing the right company to help grow your business.

Patrick Fitzgerald